www.sheiiba.com
Get the most out of your professional and inter-company relationships with
Sheiiba for Groups; the latest development from Corporate Benchmarking Services.
What is it? Sheiiba for Groups is a practice-sharing and performance comparing tool for any
group of people or companies with connected interests that want to share practices and
benchmark processes and performance; groups such as trade associations; multi-divisional
companies; in fact any collection of hse professionals that needs a structure and a hub for their
activities.
What does Sheiiba for Groups offer?
1. Asksheiiba. As in sheiiba there is a question & answer tool where users can unlock the
know-how within the group by anonymously posting questions to fellow members and
receiving replies from those who can help. An archive stores the collective responses.
Documents sent as attachments are locked to responses.
2. Document Library. If members of a group want to share documents, the Sheiiba for
Groups Document Library is the place. Organised, secure and uniquely available to
group members.
3. Performance. Accident and ill health performance amongst group members can be
captured and charted; not only for a range of KPIs but now by a variety of business
processes. Companies can separate out performance for a specific activity and
compare that figure with others – as well as comparing whole company results.
All this activity takes place just between members of your group. If you are already a
member of sheiiba you retain access to all sheiiba information via the same portal.
The difference to sheiiba?
Sheiiba for Groups gives you control. You tell us the group name and the names of members
and within a couple of hours your own Sheiiba Group can be up and running.
..it provides the information hub for your group. Supposing you work in a company that’s
already part of a group. Typically you meet three or four times a year (perhaps less now); there
is probably an email list for members to connect to one another directly but there may be no
‘hub’ for the group’s activities. Sheiiba for Groups provides that hub; where knowledge shared
is archived centrally and available to all, a place where users can anonymously seek the help
and advice they need and where performance benchmarking can be managed effectively and
independently.
..and it’s no hassle. No-one in your group is burdened with the task of managing the
information sharing process. There are no great costs to agree or disagree on; there are no site
maintenance issues to worry over. We do it all on a proven platform that is ready now.
For more information or to take a look, call Jonathan, Rannoch or Rachel on
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